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Important cycles of deposition and corrosion may be observed in the cave; concerning both the formations and the rock. 
In addition, close to the entrance, many stalactites have an evident bent toward the entrance itself, due to an air flow 
entering the cave when such stalactites developed. For this reason the cave had another entrance at a lower altitude, 
which later was closed by the growth of formation or collapse. 

 
Fig. 2 - Map of "Grutas de Bustamante" ("Grutas del Palmito") 

 
Since the present entrance was the "warm entrance" of the karst system, the airflow entered during the Summer time. 
Therefore this fact agrees with the season of the faster development of the stalactites which occurred during the 
Summer, a rainy time in this region. Presently very weak air flow were detected (below 1 cm/s) at the entrance, 
sometimes directed inside and outside the cave. Such a flow may be due either to a "barometric cave" (i.e. the air moves 
inside or outside according the change of the atmospheric pressure outside) or to a chimney effect with a lower entrance 
is due to small fractures or the porosity itself of the rock. The phenomenon of the acoustic resonance was excluded 
because the time interval between the change of direction (inflow or outflow) of the air was too long with respect to the 
intervals (some minutes) due to this phenomenon. 
 
A series of thermometric measurements inside the cave resulted in a uniform air temperature around 19.5°C all over the 
cave, sometimes with local changes around one tenth of Celsius degree. Such uniformity also in the vicinity of the 
entrance is a proof of a rather stable equilibrium of the cave from the energy balance point of view. Therefore the 
presence of visitors and the lighting system should not alter such equilibrium. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Three samples have been collected in the cave (Fig. 3): 
 
1 - From the remnant of a ridge in the middle of the main flat chamber. 
2 - From the ridge of the rimstone pool in the same chamber, towards West. 
3 - From a whitish rock towards the "Paso de la Muerte" 
 
These samples are quite similar and normally consist of small aggregates of euedral crystal of calcite (Fig. 4), even if 
larger isolated calcite crystals have been rarely observed (Fig. 5). Under a higher enlargement it is possible to see that 
many vertices of the crystals in samples 1 and 2 have a "skeleton" structure (Fig. 6) with many triangular cavities 
suggesting an extremely fast growth without the possibility of keeping a euedral structure. In sample 3 such structures if 
not absent are much rarer.In sample 3, unlike the previous ones, a thin crust is observed. Such a crust, characterised by 
dry up fractures, covers many calcite crystals (Fig. 7). In addition this crust supported biogenic activities as confirmed 
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